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Abstract— A novel passive wireless rotation sensing system
with high levels of sensitivity and resolution is proposed and
demonstrated for measuring elastic-region bending in materials
such as steel. This system is composed of a transceiver antenna
and a double-plate sensor in the form of an inter-digital configuration, which does not incorporate any active component.
The sensor exhibits a large rotation resolution of 20 µ-rad,
an excellent sensitivity of 28 MHz/° in average, and a large
linear dynamic range of approximately 40°. In operation, as a
result of the relative rotation between the plates of the sensor,
the operating resonance frequency of the system is shifted. This
is read out and tracked in the S11 response of the transceiver
antenna from which the rotation angle is determined. The
prototype is designed for microwave regime and it is suitable for
measuring very small angles (10−4 ∼ 10−5 rad). Critical figuresof-merit of the sensor including sensitivity, dynamic range, and
resolution are assessed via systematic measurements, and the
validity of resolution experiment is verified by employing digital
image correlation method for 2-D measurements.
Index Terms— Wireless passive sensing system, rotation sensor,
metamaterial-inspired sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, steel construction structures have
increasingly become more advanced and popular all around
the world thanks to the advantages they bring in the speed
and ease of construction. Beams are the major load carrying
members in these structures, subjected to bending deformations (in the form of displacement along the load axis, in the
form of rotation normal to the loading plane). These beams are
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designed in such a way that deformations remain in the elastic
region (i.e., fully reversible) under daily loads. The allowed
deformations in such beams are small and usually correspond
to rotation of the beam’s neutral axis (no deformation axis)
in the range of 10−4 ∼ 10−5 radians. As a result, in steel
constructions, measuring the neutral axis rotations along a
beam length is important for obtaining valuable information
about the loading, internal force, and deformations building
up on the beam. Therefore, critical information regarding
the structural health monitoring (SHM) and inspection of the
steel constructions can be acquired via rotation sensing. The
main challenge here is, however, detecting the rotation due to
bending deformations requiring a measurement system with
extremely high precision in terms of sensitivity and resolution.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no developed technology
that employs wireless passive microwave devices for the
telemetric measurement of small bending-based deformations
with such high sensitivity.
Most of the available rotation sensors are wired and/or composed of active elements such as microwave gyroscopes [1],
fiber-optic sensors [2], chirped fiber grating rotation sensor [3],
coupled lasers rotation sensor (CLARS) [4], optical fiber
rotation sensors [5], and surface acoustic wave (SAW) rotation
sensors [6], [7]. In [8], a MEMS high-speed angular sensor
has been reported, which can be considered as a semi-active
design and is capable of wirelessly measuring the angular
movement. Also, passive and wired rotation sensors such as
metamaterial-based rotation sensors, incorporating split-ring
resonator (SRR) loaded coplanar waveguide (CPW) geometry,
have been introduced in [9]–[11]. In these configurations,
since the resonance notch depth is dependent on the displacement or rotation of the SRR, this spectral feature can be used to
sense the amount of displacement or rotation. In [12] and [13],
a tapered diamond shaped SRR and a horn-shaped SRR have
been shown using the same operating principle over a fixed
resonance frequency, but their dynamic range is limited only
to around 6° ∼ 8°. Similarly, a rotation sensor based on an
electric-LC (ELC) resonator coupled CPW has been reported
in [14] with a dynamic range up to 90°. A metamaterialinspired rotation sensor has been introduced with an improved
dynamic range up to 180° in [15], and another SRR loaded
CPW sensor based on amplitude modulation of a single-tone
continuous wave feeding signal has recently been shown to
cover the whole 360° range [16]. Although some of these
metamaterial-based sensors have sufficiently high dynamic
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ranges, they are wired; and their resolution level is not
sufficient for measuring small rotations that frequently occur
in steel construction.
In this paper, a metamaterial-inspired passive wireless rotation sensing system for the measurement of elastic-region
bending deformations in materials such as steel is proposed
and demonstrated. The system can be employed in beams
made of other elastic materials, composites, plastics, and
rubbers as well. The proposed sensing system is designed
on the basis of near-field coupling between an antenna and
sensor pair, which enhances the key figures-of-merit such as
sensitivity, resolution and dynamic range. Thus, the fabricated
prototypes manifest high levels of resolution and sensitivity in
capturing very slight angular deviations. The organization of
the paper is as follows: In Section II, architecture of the proposed sensor is explained. In Section III, all the experiments
are described and in Section IV, results and discussion on the
experiments are presented.
II. A RCHITECTURE OF THE S ENSOR
Our sensing system mainly comprises two elements;
a rotation sensor acting as the sensing probe and an external
interrogating antenna. The antenna is positioned at the center of the sensor and the distance between them is kept
short so that electromagnetic interactions between them is
strengthened by near-field coupling leading to a high resolution and sensitivity in a relatively high dynamic range. By this
coupling, the resonance frequency of the coupled system can
directly be observed in the input impedance of the antenna by
a spectrometer such as a vector network analyzer (VNA). The
top-and cross-sectional views of the proposed rotation sensor
architecture are given in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively,
together with the picture of the top and bottom plates of a
fabricated prototype in Fig.1(c). The sensor is composed of
two dielectric substrates (top and bottom substrates). On the
top of the bottom substrate (as well as on the bottom side
of the top substrate) there are metal layers in the form of
two quarter-ring comb-like configuration (with four fingers;
N = 4) that are electrically connected in the middle (and
hence, forming a bow tie shape) as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
comb-like or nested split-ring resonator (NSRR) geometry was
first proposed in [17] and used in [18] and [19] as a wireless
displacement sensor. The two metal layers of the rotation
sensor are facing each other, as shown in Fig. 1(b), to form
an inter-digital configuration; however, they are separated by
an air-gap, G a which can be filled with grease, if desired. The
dielectric substrate is FR-4 with a relative dielectric constant
of r = 4.3 and, a thickness of h d = 1.5 mm, where the metal
thickness, h m , is 18 μm. The radius of the overall structure
is R, the finger widths for the top and bottom quarter-rings
are denoted with W and G, respectively. Thus, the distance
between the fingers are G + 2 × G d and, W + 2 × G d ,
respectively, with G d being an extra offset introduced to avoid
possible short circuiting of the top and bottom metal layers
in the case that G a is not sufficient (i.e., to guarantee an
inter-digital configuration between the metal layers). Top and
bottom metal layers are, however, electrically connected to
each other in the middle via a metallic mandrel that has a

Fig. 1. Structure of the proposed sensor together with a photograph of its
fabricated prototype. (a) Top and bottom metallic layers (at θ = 20°). (b) Side
view (at θ = 20°). (c) Top and bottom plates of the fabricated prototype.

diameter of D0 = 1 mm and a height of H0 = 4 mm. Final
values of G, W , R, G d and G a as well as the number of
fingers (N) are locally optimized via Ansoft HFSS to achieve
the maximum sensitivity, and are tabulated in Table I.
The operating principle of the sensor is based on the relative
rotation of one of the plates with respect to the other (as shown
in Fig. 1(a), for example with the 20° rotation in marked
direction) which increases (or decreases) the inter-digitally
overlapping area of the two plates. This changes the coupling
between the plates, and thus the equivalent LC of the sensor
is varied. Consequently, the resonance frequency of the sensor
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TABLE I
F INAL VALUES OF THE O PTIMIZED D ESIGN PARAMETERS
FOR M AXIMUM S ENSITIVITY

Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the application of proposed sensors to measure
rotation along a structural beam.

is shifted, i.e., decreases if the inter-digitally overlapped area
increases and vice versa.
The interrogating antenna used in operation, depicted in the
inset of Fig. 3, is a single-slot microstrip antenna based on
the design given in [20], and is modified to operate around
2 GHz in this study. It has an approximate bandwidth of 10%
for |S11 | < 10 dB. The slot part is at the front side of the
substrate facing the rotation sensor and is fed via a microstrip
line at the back of the substrate. The feeding microstrip line
is along the x-direction resulting an x-polarized electric field
being transmitted from the slot, which corresponds to θ = 0°
for the rotation sensor (see Fig. 1(b)).
As discussed in Section I, beams are the major load-carrying
members in steel construction structures, which carry these
loads along their length by exhibiting: 1) a displacement
motion along the direction of the force, and 2) a rotation
motion along the direction perpendicular to the direction of
the force. According to the elastic beam theory, it can be
assumed that the elongation and contraction due to bending
are zero along a so-called neutral axis, while increasing
linearly away from the neutral axis. Based on this assumption,
a possible usage of the suggested sensor can be as follows:
The bottom plate of the sensor can be attached at a fixed
position on the neutral axis on the body of a bending structure
(e.g., a beam), while the top plate is mechanically connected
to two points which are positioned above and below the
neutral axis and which have equal distances to the neutral axis.
Sticks that are rigid enough should be used for this purpose.
Then, the contraction at the region above and the elongation
at the region below the neutral axis are transformed into a
rotation motion at the center of the sensor (angle θ in Fig. 2).
As proposed in [21] and shown in [22] for wireless displacement and strain monitoring of a structural beam, the response
from each sensor can be acquired without parasitic coupling
in case their central frequencies and bandwidths are set so
as not to have a spectral overlap. Hence, by positioning

Fig. 3. Experiment setup for the measurement of frequency change as a
function of the rotation angle, with the antenna zoomed in the inset.

multiple sensors along the beam, response from each sensor
can either be acquired at once or at different time instants.
This way, the change of rotation along the entire length of
the beam can be obtained. This information can then be
converted into transverse displacement using the elastic beam
theory.
III. E XPERIMENTS
Two sets of experiments were performed with the rotation
sensor to assess its figures-of-merit using the experiment setup
shown in Fig. 3. A fork-like configuration with a length
of L s = 50 cm (all sticks having a diameter of 1 cm)
was applied to ensure more stable rotation by increasing the
bending stiffness of the sticks during the measurements. The
fork part was fixed on the top dielectric layer of the sensor
while its handle part was connected to the moving part of the
translation stage with flexible adhesive (blu-tack). Therefore,
a precisely controlled linear movement of the translation stage
was converted to a micron-level controlled-rotation on the sensor. Also, WD-40 brand grease was applied to the air gap, G a ,
between the top and bottom metallic layers to minimize the
friction between top and bottom plates of the sensor. In the
first set of experiments, linearity, sensitivity, dynamic range,
and resolution of the sensor were assessed by rotating the top
plate of the sensor (while its bottom plate was fixed on the
protractor) and recording the shifts in the resonance frequency
of the coupled system via a VNA for different rotation angles.
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For the second set of experiments, a parameter named rotation
tracking range was defined in a fashion similar to [18] and
its variation with respect to the distance between the antenna
and the sensor (called monitoring distance, Dm ) was explored.
Note that the center part of the protractor, over which the
sensor was positioned, is removable. Hence, experiments were
first performed in its absence, where the sensor was mounted
on a dielectric (Styrofoam) layer. Then, experiments were
repeated when the sensor was mounted on a metallic sheet so
that its effects on the aforementioned figures-of-merit could
be investigated.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Sensor Characterization
The resonance of the coupled system manifests itself in |S11 |
in the form of a dip as depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for
the sensor positioned on a dielectric (Styrofoam) layer and
a metallic sheet, respectively. The shifts in the resonance
frequency can be clearly seen as the sensor was rotated from
5° to 45° with 5° steps. As expected, by increasing the rotation
angle (θ ), the interdigital area is expanded and the equivalent
capacitance of the system is accordingly increased, which
yields a decrease in the resonance frequency. Fig. 4(c) presents
these resonance frequency shifts of the coupled system versus
rotation angle (θ ) for both experiment and simulation results
when the sensor was on the dielectric layer and on the metallic
sheet. In Fig. 4(c), the experiment data are the average of ten
different measurements for each case, and the simulations are
carried out in Ansoft HFSS. A reasonable agreement between
the measurements and the simulations are observed. Exclusion
of grease in the simulations, manufacturing tolerances and
some uncertainties in some dimensions (in particular, the airgaps, G a and G d ) are considered as the potential sources of
discrepancies especially in small θ values. According to the
results presented in Figure 4(b), spurious dips are observed at
rotation angles equal to 25◦ , 35◦ , and 45◦ . For 25◦ and 35◦,
there is an observable amplitude difference between two dips,
and following the one that has the largest dip would give
accurate measurements. On the other hand, if the initial
rotation is set to 45◦ and the measurements are taken at
discrete time intervals, such spurious responses may cause
measurement errors. However, it should be kept in mind that
45◦ is just at the limit of the linear dynamic range of this
sensor as will be discussed next.
Linearity of the sensor is assessed using the coefficient
of determination, i.e., R 2 . R 2 is a statistical parameter that
quantifies the deviation of an actual curve from a fitted linear
curve. It varies between 0 and 1, 1 implying perfect linearity.
The definition of this parameter is given in Appendix V.
The R 2 value is found to be over 0.99 in every 5° rotation
range as tabulated in Table II and Table III, for the dielectric
layer and metallic sheet cases, respectively, indicating not only
high linearity but also exhibiting additional advantage of the
sensor that it can be operated starting from different initial
rotation angles without sacrificing its linear response. Simply,
allowing an initial θ on the sensor to create a frequency offset,
the sensor can be employed in higher rotation angle operation
regions depending on the linearity and the resolution of that

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental |S11 | data versus frequency showing the shifting of
the resonance frequency (in the form of dips) for different rotation angles θ
for the dielectric (i.e., Styrofoam) case. (b) Experimental |S11 | curves versus
frequency that shows the shifting of the resonance frequency (in the form of
dips) for different rotation angles θ for the metallic sheet case. (c) The shift
in the resonance frequency (in the form of dips) of the coupled system versus
the rotation angle θ .

region of choice. Sensitivity, which describes the spectral
change read out telemetrically from the sensor in response
to the rotation, can be mathematically defined as the slope of
the frequency-rotating angle curve, presented in Fig. 4(c) with
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TABLE II
E XPERIMENT R ESULTS OF THE S ENSITIVITY T EST AND R 2 PARAMETER
FOR S EVERAL S ELECTED R OTATION R ANGES FOR THE
D IELECTRIC L AYER (S TYROFOAM ) C ASE

TABLE III
E XPERIMENT R ESULTS OF THE S ENSITIVITY T EST AND R 2 PARAMETER
FOR S EVERAL S ELECTED R OTATION R ANGES FOR
THE M ETALLIC S HEET C ASE

a unit of MHz/degree. The sensitivity results of the sensor are
also tabulated in Table II and Table III for both dielectric layer
and metallic sheet cases, respectively, for various 5° rotation
ranges. As can be seen from the tables (as well as from
Fig. 4(c)), sensitivity of the sensor is very high at low rotation
angles for both cases (26.4 MHz/deg for the dielectric case
and 28.8 MHz/deg for the metallic sheet case for the 5° ≤
θ ≤ 10° interval) but decreases at higher rotation angles
(though R 2 is still over 0.99). On the other hand, linearity
also degrades as the rotation range is increased. Therefore,
instead of investigating piecewise linearity, one can check
the maximum linear range of the proposed sensing system.
Defining the linear dynamic range as the maximum rotation
range that can be read out under the constraint that R 2 > 0.95,
the linear dynamic range of the proposed rotation sensor is
approximately 40°. Consequently, an optimum rotation range
can be selected subject to limitations by the structure whose
bending based rotation to be sensed as well as the desired
operation frequency.
Another important figure-of-merit for a sensor is its resolution, and it was experimentally demonstrated that the proposed
rotation sensor is sensitive to μ-radian rotation levels. In this
work, the resolution is defined as the minimum level of rotation that can be measured given the system noise. Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 illustrate the resolution test over dielectric and metallic
sheet, respectively, for a range of 12000 μ-radians. During
the experiment, the first 8000 μ-radian rotation was applied
with 40 μ-radian step size (i.e., the first 200 steps) and the
next 4000 μ-radian rotation was applied with 20 μ-radian step
size (i.e., the next 200 steps). After each step, the translation
stage was paused for 8 seconds for data collection. The data

Fig. 5. Resolution test (frequency versus μ-radians rotation) when the sensor
is over dielectric (Styrofoam). First 200 steps were applied with 40 μ-radian
step size (up to 8000 μ-radians) and the next 200 steps were applied with
20 μ-radian step size (between 8000 μ-radians and 12000 μ-radians). Experiment was paused for 5 minutes after every 100 steps.

Fig. 6. Resolution test (frequency versus μ-radians rotation) when the sensor
is over metallic sheet. First 200 steps were applied with 40 μ-radian step size
(up to 8000 μ-radians) and the next 200 steps were applied with 20 μ-radian
step size (between 8000 μ-radians and 12000 μ-radians). Experiment was
paused for 5 minutes after every 100 steps.

used to generate both figures (i.e., Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) were
taken with the IF bandwidth set to 1 kHz together with the
averaging option of the VNA without any smoothing so that
the system noise was kept. After the data acquisition the raw
data was filtered (with a low-pass filter) to remove the highfrequency fluctuations. Both filtered and unfiltered data are
depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In these figures, when the portion
of the curves between the 1000-2000 μ-radian is considered,
it is possible to see a continuous change at a large slope, which
shows the response of the sensor, implying high sensitivity.
In this portion of the curve where a total of 1 milliradian
of rotation takes place, there are 25 data points, and they
show very little deviation, especially for the filtered signal.
This finding definitely indicates a sub-milliradian resolution,
which is probably in the order of 10s to 100s of microradian.
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF THE P ERFORMANCE OF THE P ROPOSED
S ENSOR W ITH O THER PASSIVE ROTATION S ENSORS
P REVIOUSLY R EPORTED IN L ITERATURE

Fig. 7.
Rotation tracking range variation for different monitoring distances Dm for a tracking threshold of 1 dB.

Even though it is not easy to figure the exact resolution value,
these findings definitely indicate a submilliradian resolution,
which is probably in the order of 10s to 100s of μ-radian.
After every 100 steps, the experiment was paused for about
5 minutes. It can be seen in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that there
is almost a flat portion with no frequency change immediately
after the pause. Then, especially in metallic sheet case, there
is a sudden frequency jump and afterwards frequency varies
almost linearly with the variation of the rotation. The flat
portion in both figures can be due to two reasons: Either
the motion of the translation stage is not fully transferred to
the sensor plate through the wooden sticks or the mandrel
detaches from the movable top plate, and both plates become
electronically disconnected. As more rotation is applied to
the system through the translation stage, a sudden change
in the slope is observed which indicates the aforementioned
problems are resolved and the sensor operates accurately.
At regions where the sensor operates accurately, a linear
relationship between frequency change and rotation angle
can be observed for both dielectric and metallic sheet cases.
Considering the first 200 steps (up to 8000 μ-radians) and
the next 200 steps (from 8000 μ-radians to 12000 μ-radians),
the slopes of the two linear regions in each group of 200 steps
are relatively the same. The slope of every linear region
(given in KHz/rad) is displayed accordingly in both Fig. 5
and Fig. 6. It should be noted that the resolution test for the
dielectric case was performed somewhere in the interval of
13° < θ < 15° whereas it was performed somewhere in
the interval of 15° < θ < 17° for the metallic sheet case.
Therefore, considering these intervals, the slopes of the linear
regions are also consistent with previously presented sensitivity results. Besides, it has been observed that having a metallic
sheet underneath the bottom plate of the sensor increased the
operating frequency of the sensor and the sensitivity.
The rotation tracking range, defined as the maximum rotation range that can be captured by the antenna, was investigated in the second set of experiments in a fashion similar to
that described in [18] and [19]. Fig. 7 illustrates the rotation
tracking range of the rotation sensor for various monitoring

distances (Dm ) when the sensor is on the dielectric layer
(Styrofoam) and on a metallic sheet for a tracking threshold
of 1 dB [18]. It should be pointed out that the one-to-one
relationship between the rotation angle and the corresponding
resonance frequency is independent of the antenna’s position
with respect to the sensor; that is, the measured shift in the
resonance frequency of the coupled system (appearing in the
form of a dip in |S11 | spectrum) corresponds to the same
rotation angle. However, the rotation tracking range decreases
as the monitoring distance is increased. When Dm is 5 mm,
the entire 75° rotation range can be tracked by the sensor
for the aforementioned tracking threshold of 1 dB. However,
for the same tracking threshold value, it reduces nearly to 10°
when Dm is 20 mm. One can reduce the tracking threshold
value to improve the monitoring distance, though it is limited
by the system noise.
The performance of the proposed sensor is compared to
other passive rotation sensors shown in literature in Table IV.
As shown, the proposed sensor is the only real wireless passive
sensor yet available in literature. Also, it demonstrates a better
resolution and a good sensitivity, making it ideal for the SHM
applications.
B. Digital Image Correlation
In order to understand the behavior of the sensor after each
pause (flat regions in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), the experiment
for the dielectric case was repeated with a step size of
80 μ-radians and rotations were also measured with digital
image correlation (DIC) method to observe the actual rotation
of the sensor plates. DIC method utilizes successively taken
digital images to compute displacement and deformation distribution through the whole surface without any contact to the
specimen [24]. For this purpose, the top surface of the sensor
plate was painted in such a way that it had a random grayscale
color distribution. Usually a speckled pattern is utilized for
this purpose (Fig. 8(a)). Then, the images were taken with
a high resolution camera and the selected points, named as
raster points, were located at every image by utilizing the
stochastic information of images. This stochastic information
was obtained by considering the intensity values of the raster
points and their neighborhood pixels. As the location of a
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Fig. 9. Comparing the experiment results of the proposed sensing method
with the DIC method for a 80 μ-radian resolution level, shown along with the
expected rotational displacement generated by the moving translation stage.

Fig. 8. (a) Speckled pattern of the surface of the sensors top plate. The
location of the raster point is also shown in this figure. (b) An example surface
displacement distribution of the top plate. (c) Experiment setup for the DIC
method.

raster point at a digital image is determined, the displacement
of that point can be computed by comparing its location with
the initial or the previous images. Using several raster points
at a surface would allow computation of the displacement and
deformation of the whole surface (Fig. 8(b)). Fig. 8(c) presents
the DIC measurement set-up. A digital camera, Nikon D5200,
was placed at the top of the sensor plate in such a way that the

horizontal plane of the camera sensor became perpendicular
to the surface normal of the sensor plate. The surface of
the plate was illuminated with an LED projector light source
which caused less noise on the camera sensor. The camera
was connected to a computer which controlled the image
acquisition process. The digital images were acquired as video
due to having a small region of interest (4 cm in radius) and
rather fast movement. The camera has the ability to shoot
59.94 frames per second with 2 MP resolution in video mode
which means that 80 μm is represented by 1 pixel on the
camera sensor. A total of 71,934 frames in 20 minutes were
taken during the experiment. Then, the images were extracted
from video such that 30 frames were obtained for each one second interval. These 30 frames were averaged geometrically
in order to minimize the noise on the images. In the end,
1,200 averaged images were obtained. The averaged images
were correlated by using GOM Correlate software (GOM
Testing, [25]). One raster point having 9 pixels subset size
was chosen on outer edge of the wireless sensor (Fig. 8(a))
and resultant displacement of this point was converted to the
rotation angle for each step.
Fig. 9 presents the rotation angle measurement with the
proposed sensing system and DIC method. In this experiment, the sensor was placed on the dielectric layer and
translation stage was moved in such a way that it generated
80 μ-radian rotation at every step. The sensor frequency shifts
were converted into rotation angle by using the translation
stage data which corresponded to 1.43 KHz/μrad. For this
purpose the sensor data obtained between 10t h and 40t h steps
were utilized. Both DIC measurement and sensor reading show
a flat portion at the beginning of the experiment up to the
4t h step. This indicates that the motion of the translation
stage was not fully transferred to the sensor plate through
the wooden sticks, most probably due to the internal energy
required to deform the flexible adhesive or overcome the static
friction between the sensor plates. Thus, the flat portion of
the sensor readings is mainly because of the insufficiency of
the experiment set-up. After the 7t h step, a linear behavior is
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observed at two different measurements, which proves that
the sensing system is capable of measuring μ-radian level
rotations.
V. C ONCLUSION
A metamaterial-inspired passive wireless rotation sensing
system is proposed and demonstrated for measuring very small
elastic-region bending in steel and other elastic materials. The
system is composed of a transceiver antenna and a sensor,
and is designed on the basis of their near-field coupling to
enhance important figures-of-merit including sensitivity, resolution, linearity and dynamic range. The fabricated prototypes
exhibit a high linearity (R 2 > 0.99 for over 5° rotation
range), an excellent sensitivity (approximately 28 MHz/degree
when the sensor is on a metallic sheet) together with a large
linear dynamic range of 40° and a high rotation resolution of
20 μ-radians. Besides, the resolution performance of the
sensor is validated by using DIC method at the limit of the
camera system (which was 80 μ-radians in our setup). These
findings indicate that the proposed rotation sensor holds a great
promise for industrial applications.
A PPENDIX
C OEFFICIENT OF D ETERMINATION ( R 2 )
If a linear curve is fitted to a set of observed data points,
these data points are denoted as yi , the fitted value as ŷi , and
the mean of the observed data as ȳ, then SSR, SST and R 2 can
be defined as below:

SSR =
( ŷi − ȳ)2 ,
i


SST =
(yi − ȳ)2 ,
i

SSR
R =
.
SST
2
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